Why bksb?
bksb is the UK’s leading eLearning provider for GCSE and Functional Skills in
English, maths and ICT. Our engaging, interactive learning content has proven
to significantly raise standards in a host of education and employment settings.
In fact, on average, our clients experience success rates for Functional Skills 17%
higher than the national average!

The UK’s leading eLearning platform
for Functional Skills, GCSE, and much more.

We believe that identifying and developing a learner’s own individual needs is
key to ensuring that they progress and succeed in education, employment and
life. The bksb online learning platform guides them through this journey, and
provides powerful data and evidence for funding and inspection purposes.

Using bksb can significantly improve
the prospects of your learners, or
the productivity of your workforce.
Have a read of this brochure to find
out more. Alternatively, visit our
website, or get in touch with our
friendly team and we will do all we
can to help.

‘ICT Company of the Year’

An outstanding eLearning platform

Highly effective teaching and learning

bksbLIVE 2 is the eLearning platform from which learners and tutors can
access all the teaching, learning and reporting that bksb has to offer. You
can log in anywhere, at any time, and from any device, making learning
completely flexible and accessible 24/7.

The bksb assessments and learning resources are at the heart of all we do. They guide the learner through our unique process of identifying precise skill gaps, then
offer tailored programmes of learning to raise their skill levels. Covering Entry Level and Levels 1 & 2 for Functional Skills, and the whole curricula for GCSE English
Language and Maths, our approach gives you the flexibility to support all learners with one system.
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Find out more
We are passionate about supporting all education providers to raise standards.
Get in touch for a chat, or visit our website to request any of the following:

FREE online trial

FREE visit from an Advisor

FREE product demo webinar

FREE event place

www.bksb.co.uk
01623 413333

enquiries@bksb.co.uk

“Immense. Invaluable.”

“I love the bksb
products.”

Jacqui Thompson, Fountain House PRU

Claire Bottomley, Crackerjack Training

“Success rates have
increased.”

Teresa Warren, Reynolds Training Academy

“Our experience of bksb has been great.”
Laura Williams, Advance

Powerful Evidence for Ofsted, Funding and Quality

Why we’re No.1

The bksb solution helps all kinds of organisations evidence achievement and progression. This is vital for Ofsted inspection, accessing funding, and maintaining quality.

bksb is the UK’s leading eLearning provider for GCSE and Functional Skills. Here are just some of the reasons why:

Valuable tracking and reporting data

Student feedback features

Accurate, reliable assessment

Achievement monitoring

Challenging work based on individual skill gaps

Flexible, cost-effective annual licences
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bksb has been established
for 22 years

used by 88%
of FE colleges

92% of clients renew
their licence

used by over
20 million learners

typically, bksb clients’ success rates are
18% higher than the national average

bksb were twice awarded BETT Awards
‘ICT COMPANY OF THE YEAR’

bksb were FINALISTS in the
EDUCATION RESOURCES AWARDS 2017

Skill Checks

GCSE Learning Resources

develop underpinning knowledge
and fill skill gaps identified
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GCSE Exam Practice

apply underpinning knowledge to
prepare for exams

The path to success
with bksb
The path to success

confirm competency in
previous skill gaps
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Learning Resources

develop underpinning knowledge
and fill skill gaps identified
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Revision Scenarios

apply underpinning knowledge to
prepare for exams

The
Learner Journey
starts here...
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GCSE Diagnostic Assessment
identifies skill gaps and produces
an Individual Learning Plan

GCSE

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS

da
Diagnostic Assessment

Initial Assessment

determines current ability from
Pre-entry to Level 2

identifies skill gaps and produces
an Individual Learning Plan

We are best known for Functional Skills and GCSEs, but did you know bksb also offer a range of other products
products, all accessible from the same eLearning platform…
ia

Initial Assessment (English and mathematics)

gcse

da

Diagnostic Assessments (English and mathematics)

gcse

GCSE Screener (English and mathematics)

ict

GCSE Diagnostic Assessment (English and mathematics)

ict

Initial Assessment and Resources (ICT)

ADVANCED

English

Diagnostic Assessment (ICT)
ADVANCED

Learning Resources (English and mathematics)

gcse

GCSE Learning Resources (English and mathematics)

sc

Skill Checks (English and mathematics)

gcse

GCSE Exam Practice (English and mathematics)

rs

Revision Scenarios (English and mathematics)

gcse

GCSE 2017 English and maths Learning Resources
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ict

Revision Scenarios (ICT)

esol

ESOL Initial and Diagnostic Assessments
IELTS Assessments and Resources

maths

ls
plts

Advanced Assessment
and Resources (English)
Advanced Assessment
and Resources (maths)
Learning Styles
Assessment
PLTS Assessment

dqc

Dyslexia Quick Check

pre

Pre-Entry Assessment
and Learning Resources

AIMS - Apprentice
Recruitment Tool

